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Bipolar Disorder: What does it feel like? | Here to Help
Those affected by bipolar disorder, struggle primarily with a
so-called “mood Affected people compare the manic state to the
feeling of being on drugs, which.
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Bipolar disorder: evolution of the concept and current
controversies
Bipolar extremes can be truly hard to watch, excruciating even
in memory. To see that experience depicted so intensely by Ms.
Danes was like.
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Bipolar affective disorder | The Finnish Association for
Mental Health
The mood swings may even become mixed, so you might feel This
classic form of bipolar disorder used to be called “manic
depression.
13 Bipolar Disorder Facts People With the Condition Want You
to Know | SELF
Bipolar affective disorder, also known as bipolar disorder,
used to be called the bipolar II disorder are more even, i.e.
they are so-called hypomanic episodes.
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People suffering from bipolar II disorder often do no seek
treatment until they are facing a depressive episode;
therefore the disorder may go completely undiagnosed.
Katherine Henry. HowcouldI? Bipolar disorder is an illness
that produces dramatic swings in mood amongst other symptoms.
But bipolar is treatable with medications including mood
stabilizers, antipsychotics, and antidepressants, as well as
psychotherapy, and people with the disorder can absolutely
BEING SO CALLED BIPOLAR fulfilling, successful, happy lives. I
keep track of my moods so I'm able to address if I'm slipping
into a depression or coming into a hypomanic period.
ThoughIagreeweshouldn'tusementalillnessasslanglikeOCDorschizobipo
she agreed to seek help.
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